On the eve of the New Year, LIROT Association wishes all its members and their families a Happy New Year!

Health, a year of peace in our region, A year rich with good news.

We are happy to show you our latest achievements
- Continuing funding of blindness prevention research including: national mapping of genetic diseases and nanotechnology research for the development of artificial retina.

- Launch of dedicated website for RP patients with two medical forums for patients and their families.

Ongoing mobile-unit eye-sight testing of elderly in need throughout the country, saving 13% of them from blindness by referring them to
receive immediate treatment in a hospital or clinic.

Organizing the Sixth Awareness Month for Eye Health, reaching new audiences every year.

- Distribution of supplements on AMD and glaucoma news and innovation.
- Fellowships awards given to outstanding researchers and...
physicians at ISVER and at the Israeli ophthalmologists Association

Conference.

In order to continue our activities next year, we would appreciate receiving your donations at,
LIROT Association
Uriel Ofek st. 10
Herzelia 4647008

*Donations are tax deductible under section 46 of Israeli tax code and PEF
[Link to our donations page]

Thank you&Shana Tova
Ohad Lahav - Chairman
Nadine Hollander-CEO

LIROT Association
[www.lirot.org]